Thames Valley Berkshire Local Enterprise Partnership (TVB LEP) and the Berkshire Local Transport
Body (BLTB) – investing in strategic infrastructure
This briefing note is intended to set out the way TVB LEP works with BLTB to invest Local Growth
Funds in transport schemes.
1. TVB LEP is a business-led organisation responsible for determining the key funding priorities to
which Local Growth Funds (LGF) and other public resources are directed in order to implement a
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) and meet its commitments in the TVB Growth Deals. As a company
limited by guarantee (registered at Companies House No. 07885051) it operates according to its
Articles of Association, which comply with the Companies Act 2006. As a publicly-funded body it
behaves in accordance with an Assurance Framework, which determines the practices and standards
necessary to provide assurance to government and local partners that decisions over (all
government) funding are proper, transparent and deliver value for money. [LEP Assurance
Framework (AF 4.0) March 2019]
2. BLTB consists of six elected members (usually the lead member for transport or related portfolio),
and six private sector representatives recruited and appointed by the LEP. [ AF 4.0 para 4.2.3]. It is a
Joint Committee of the six unitary authorities in Berkshire and its constitution is set out in its
Founding Document.
3. TVB LEP recognises BLTB as “the BLTB has been designated as the competent body to prioritise,
invest in and oversee transport capital schemes on behalf of the LEP. DfT retains responsibility for
the approval process of schemes in excess of £20m LGF. The LEP will accept any BLTB
recommendation or refer them back but will not substitute its own recommendations.” [AF 4.0, para
5.9]
4. The process established by government for making Growth Deals is to invite LEPs to submit
competitive proposals, and after due consideration to make awards based on all or part of a LEP bid.
To date TVB LEP has agreed three Growth Deals. Each of these has included, among other things, the
award of capital funds for individual transport schemes that were prioritised in the TVB LEP bid and
named in the Growth Deal settlement.
5. TVB LEP works with its partners to identify and prioritise suitable schemes. It is a lobbying
organisation, and, via Growth Deals, a joint-funder of selected schemes promoted by (usually, but
not always) a local transport authority. [BLTB Founding Document (FD) 11-13]
6. BLTB requires promoters to develop each scheme in accordance with current WebTAG guidance
published by DfT. In order to receive financial approval from BLTB, the Full Business Case must be
subject to independent assessment and a positive recommendation about value for money. [BLTB
FD 14-16]
7. The scheme promoter is responsible for all aspects of the design, risk management, insurance,
procurement, construction and implementation of the scheme, including their responsibilities as
highway and planning authorities, any other statutory duties, and any financial or other liabilities
arising from the scheme. [BLTB FD 18]
8. The time taken between an initial government call for bids and the final announcement of a new
Growth Deal can be in excess of a year. TVB LEP (together with BLTB for transport schemes) must go
through a number of steps to respond to a government call for bids. Similarly, a transport scheme
promoter also must go through several steps:
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